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Abstract
Objective. Multiple sclerosis (MS) can cause serious physical and mental problems, which can affect patients’
health-related quality of life (HQoL). The aims of this study are comparing oral and injection disease-modifying drugs
(DMDs) in improving HQoL and researching the relations between demographic characteristics and HQoL.
Material and methods. This is a cross-sectional study of patients whit a lower degree of disability with relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis. According to drug usage, we divide patients into two groups of oral and injection medications. After obtaining informed consent, multiple sclerosis quality of life-54 (MSQOL-54) questionnaire filled by patients.
Outcomes. 115 patients including 34 males and 81 females with the mean age of 33.06 ± 8.68 years old were involved in this study. There was no significant difference in demographics factors between two groups. We observed
no statistically significant difference between two groups of patients, but oral medicines showed a better function in
physical health composite and users of injection DMDs were better in mental health composite. There was a negative
correlation between age and the expanded disability status scale score with physical health composite, while education had a positive correlation with physical health composite. Except cognitive function, there wasn’t any significant
gender differences in any subscale of HQoL.
Conclusions. Oral and injection DMDs have a similar function in boosting HQoL in a lower degree of disability RRMS
patients. Severity of the disease, education and age are related to health condition of MS patients
Keywords: multiple sclerosis, quality of life, pharmaceutical preparations, disease-modifying
drugs

Abbreviations
MS – multiple sclerosis
RRMS – relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis
QoL – quality of life
HQoL – health-related quality of life
DMDs – disease-modifying drugs
EDSS – expanded disability status scale
MSQOL-54 – multiple sclerosis quality of life-54

INTRODUCTION
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is the most prevalent
chronic inflammatory disease of the central nervous system [1] and the most common cause of neurological disability in young adults worldwide [2].
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More than 2 million people all around the world
have MS [3]. Approximately 85-90% of MS patients present with relapsing-remitting multiple
sclerosis (RRMS) type, which is characterized by
relapsing of new neurological symptoms [4]. MS is
identified by various sets of symptoms, which can
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cause serious physical and mental problems and
deteriorate cognitive function [5,6]. The main
symptoms in MS are predominantly sensory problems, motor weakness, blurred vision, diplopia, and
genitourinary problems which can affect patients’
quality of life (QoL) [7]. QoL is defined as a subjective satisfaction with life [8], and health-related
quality of life (HQoL) has been considered to be
the capacity to obtain satisfaction from significant
behavior despite one’s disease [9]. HQoL is important for measuring the impact of chronic diseases
such as MS [10]. According to World Health
Organization, QoL is not only not feeling ill, but
also having a sense of physical, mental and social
well-being. With excluding cultural, economic and
other aspects of QoL, HQoL is the main concern in
the healthcare system [11], although when a patient
is ill, almost all aspects of life can become healthrelated [12].
A study of assessing HQoL in the early stages of
MS demonstrated similar QoL of MS patients, as
the general adult population [13]. A clinical trial of
assessing HQoL in patients with RRMS found that
HQoL didn’t change over the first year of therapy
[14]. On the other hand, a large cohort of 1,157 untreated patients whit RRMS found an impairment
in HQoL of patients in the early stages of MS [15].
United States Food and Drug Administration approved three groups of medication, include injectable, oral and infused medicines for MS. The number of disease-modifying drugs (DMDs) for the
treatment of MS, especially oral forms, have increased noticeably in recent years. DMDs can boost
patients’ HQoL by reducing number of relapses and
decreasing disease activity. Also, complications of
repeated injections like skin reactions at injection
sites or side effects of oral medications such as gastrointestinal problems [16] may have a negative effect on patients’ HQoL. Repeatedly injections treatments can give rise to restrictions in everyday life,
and make the patients worried of their chronic disease. So, both benefits and side effects of drugs can
affect HQoL, and it is an efficient measure for
healthcare providers to evaluate the treatment and
disease progression [17,18].
Impacting factors on MS patients’ HQoL, such
as demographic factors, disease duration, the severity of the disease and frequency of relapse, have
assessed in recent years, which is sometimes ac-
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companied by conflicting results [19-22]. Furthermore, there is a gap in the literature regarding the
assessment of the impact of the type of DMDs on
QoL in MS patients. The primary aim of this study
is to compare the association of oral and injection
drug groups whit HQoL in RRMS. Investigating
the relation between age, gender, duration of disease, number of relapses, disease severity and
HQoL are other goals of this study.

METHODS
Study design
This is an observational cross-sectional study
from October 2019 to February 2020. Patients were
recruited via the neurology department at the university hospital. The study protocol reviewed and
approved by the ethics committee, according to the
declaration of Helsinki [23]. All of the patients involved in the study signed a detailed informed consent before filling the questionnaire and the study
did not impose a financial burden on patients. All
patients were graded by a neurologist according to
the expanded disability status scale (EDSS) [24].
According to the declaration of Helsinki, the Ethics
committee of Tabriz University of Medical Science
reviewed and approved the study protocol (Ethics
Code: IR.TBZMED.REC.1398.865)
Study population
Inclusion criteria were; definitive diagnosis of
RRMS according to McDonald (2017 revised) diagnostic criteria [25], a lower degree of disability
RRMS whit the EDSS score ≤ 4, Usage of one of
the DMDs against MS and age above 18. Exclusion
criteria were the EDSS score > 4, other conditions
which can affect HQoL include pregnancy, psychiatric disorder, diabetes, cancer, rheumatological
and hematological disease, history of alcohol
abuse, receive of corticosteroid pulse or MS relapse
within 8 weeks of assessment, systemic diseases or
severe disabilities, presence of physical impairments that could interfere with QoL testing. Also,
progressive forms of the disease (primary and secondary progressive MS) and clinically isolated syndrome excluded.
According to drug usage, we divided patients
into two groups of oral and injection medications.
Oral drug group included dimethyl fumarate, 240
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mg capsule twice a day, and fingolid, 0.5 mg capsule, once per day. Injection group included high
dose high-frequency drugs (Interferon beta-1a)
three times per week, subcutaneous injection; glatiramer acetate every other day, subcutaneous injection, low dose, low-frequency drugs (Interferon
beta-1a) once per week, intramuscular injection;
natalizumab 300 mg, every 28 days, intravenous
infusion and rituximab 500 mg once per 6 months,
intravenous infusion. Also, the Injection medicine
group divided into two subgroups of injectable and
infused drugs.
Measuring HQoL
We used the Persian version of multiple sclerosis quality of life-54 (MSQOL-54) questionnaire,
designed by Vickrey et al. [26-28], for measuring
HQoL. With adding 18 MS-specific items to the
short-form 36 health survey questionnaire (SF-36),
MSQOL-54 combines both generic and MS-specific items into a single instrument. The validity and
reliability of the Persian translated version of questionnaire approved by Ghaem et al. [29]. Physical
function, health perceptions, energy/fatigue, role
limitations due to physical problems, pain, sexual
function, social function and health distress are
subscales of physical health composite of
MSQOL-54. Overall quality of life, emotional
well-being, role limitations due to emotional problems, cognitive function and health distress are
subscales of mental health composite. Health distress is the only subscale which is common in both
mental and physical health overall scores. Combinations of subscale scores according to the instrument [30] provides two scores for mental and phys-
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ical health. Composite scores range from 0 to 100,
which means full health. A printed version of the
questionnaire filled by patients and in case of disability a trained colleague help patients in reading or
filling. All patients were in the same place with the
same condition, without any limitation in time, to
fill it carefully.
Statistical analyzes
Analyze conducted by IBM SPSS Statistics 26.0
(SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) with a 0.05 level of
significance and 95% confidence interval (CI).
Values are given as mean ± standard deviation cut
to two decimal places. Inferential statistics including the independent sample T-test, Pearson correlation were used to evaluate the data. Also, regression analysis was performed to determine the
possible confounders.

RESULTS
Demographic and clinical data
The descriptive statistics for both oral and injection groups are presented in Table 1. 115 patients
include 34 (29.6%) males and 81 (70.4%) females
with the mean age of 33.06 ± 8.68 years old, ranging from 18 to 54 years old, involved in the study.
Regarding education, 15.6% of patients had the education level < 12, and in 84.4% of patients, the
education level was ≥ 12. The range of the EDSS
score was from 0 to 4 (mean EDSS, 1.08 ± 1.12); it
was ≤ 1 in 66.9% of patients. Regarding the frequency of relapse, 71.4% of patients had ≤ 2 relapses
during disease duration. As shown in table 1, 46.1%
(n=53) of patients were under oral drugs and 53.9%

TABLE 1. Demographic factors and clinical characteristics of the patients
Characteristics

Oral

Injection

Number of patients
(male:female)

115 (34:81)

53(46.1%)
(21:32)

62(53.9%)

Age
Education
EDSS score

33.06 ± 8.68
13.09 ± 3.26
1.08 ± 1.12

32.13 ± 8.84
13.62 ± 3.02
1.08 ± 0.99

(13:49)
33.85 ± 8.55
12.64 ± 3.40
1.08 ±

0.29
0.12
0.98

(6:35)
32.97 ± 8.64
13.72 ± 2.80
0.76 ± 1.04

Disease dation (months)

76 ± 65.46

79.41 ± 64.49

1.22
73.08 ± 66.67

0.60

65.46 ± 65.89

frequency of relapses

2.27 ± 3.05

2.26 ± 3.30

2.29 ± 2.84

0.96

1.70 ± 2.74

EDSS: expanded disability status scale

P value

Injection

Total

Injectable

Infused

41(66.1%)

21(33.9%)
(7:14)

P-value

35.57 ± 8.30
10.52 ± 3.54
1.71 ± 1.34

0.26
0.00
0.00

87.95 ±
67.25
3.42 ± 2.76

0.21
0.23
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(n = 62) were under injectable drugs. There was no
significant difference in demographics factors
between two groups. Then injection group divided
in two subgroups; injectable (n = 41) and infused
(n = 21). As shown in table 1, there was no significant difference in the age, disease duration and frequency of relapses between two subgroups, but
education levels and the EDSS scores had a significant difference between two subgroups.
Comparing HQoL between two groups
Table 2 is a summary of the mean scores of
HQoL subscales in total and groups. Also, subscale
scores in percent have been shown in figure 1,
which shows that the difference is not significant in
any subscale of HQoL in our sample. The physical
function subscale was the most different one,
between all of the subscales. 14.08 ± 3.55 was the
mean score of oral medicine group while the injection group’s mean score was 12.88 ± 4.11; nevertheless, this difference was not statistically significant (p = 0.09). Without significant difference (p >
0.05), the mean scores of physical subscales of

HQoL, including health perceptions, energy/fatigue, physical role limitations and sexual function,
were slightly higher in oral group comparing to injection group. Oral and injection DMDs showed a
similar function in reducing the pain of RRMS
patients in our sample. Social function subscale
scores showed the least difference between two
groups (8.84 ± 2.29 versus 8.83 ± 2.38; p = 0.98).
Health distress, as the only subscale which is common in mental and physical HQoL, was not different, too (p = 0.84). Generally, there was no statistically difference between two groups of patients but
oral medicines showed a better function in physical
health composite and injection DMDs were better
in mental health composite. Despite the confounder
factors, the comparison of injectable and infused
subgroups showed no difference in any subscale of
HQoL, too.
Relations between demographic characteristics
of patients and HQoL
Table 3 is a summary of correlation coefficients
of demographic characteristics and HQoL subscales. According to our results, there was a nega-

TABLE 2. QoL subscales comprise between drug groups
Injection
HQoL subscales
Physical

Mental

Overall
scores

physical function
(max:17)
Health perceptions
(max:17)
Energy/fatigue (max:12)
Physical role limitations
(max:12)
Pain (max:11)
Sexual function (max:8)
Social function (max:12)
Health distress (max:11)
Overall quality of life
(max:18)
Emotional well-being
(max:29)
Mental role limitations
(max:24)
Cognitive function
(max:15)
Health distress (max:14)
Physical health composite
(max:100)
Mental health composite
(max:100)

Total

Oral

13.44 ±
14.08 ±
3.89
3.55
10.73 ±
11.08 ±
3.18
3.03
6.66 ± 2.14 6.69 ± 2.08
8.24 ± 4.59 7.98 ± 4.77
8.23 ± 2.34
6.25 ± 2.22
8.84 ± 2.33
7.49 ± 2.82
12.99 ±
3.40
16.83 ±
5.45
15.30 ±
9.62
10.85 ±
3.25
9.54 ± 3.59
69.79 ±
16.63
65.54 ±
19.86

HQoL; Health-related Quality of Life; Max: maximum score

8.17 ± 2.60
6.68 ± 1.97
8.84 ± 2.29
7.55 ± 2.69
12.70 ±
3.72
16.74 ±
5.51
15.39 ±
9.77
10.13 ±
3.21
9.61 ± 3.41
70.59 ±
16.73
64.61 ±
20.98

Injection

P value

12.88 ± 4.11

0.09

10.44 ± 3.31

0.28

6.63 ± 2.21
8.46 ± 4.46

0.88
0.57

11.77 ±
4.57
10.51 ± 3.52
10.32 ±
2.92
6.60 ± 2.32 6.69 ± 2.03
8.19 ± 4.45 9.00 ± 4.54

8.29 ± 2.13
5.94 ± 2.36
8.83 ± 2.38
7.45 ± 2.95
13.25 ± 3.10

0.78
0.13
0.98
0.84
0.38

8.35 ± 2.11
6.15 ± 2.30
9.09 ± 2.25
7.29 ± 3.16
13.50 ± 2.98

16.91 ± 5.44

0.86

16.94 ± 5.93

15.22 ± 9.57

0.92

14.24 ± 9.71

11.46 ± 3.18

0.28

11.79 ± 3.29

9.48 ± 3.76
69.10 ±
16.65
66.34 ±
19.00

0.84
0.63

9.28 ± 4.02
69.98 ± 16.66

0.64

65.78 ± 20.18

Injectable

Infused

13.45 ± 3.78

8.18 ± 2.19
5.46 ± 2.50
8.33 ± 2.59
7.75 ± 2.56
12.75 ±
3.43
16.84 ±
4.48
17.14 ±
9.22
10.82 ±
2.91
9.86 ± 3.26
67.40 ±
16.93
67.43 ±
16.87

P-value
0.13
0.83
0.87
0.50
0.76
0.35
0.23
0.57
0.37
0.94
0.26
0.25
0.57
0.56
0.74
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FIGURE 1. QoL subscale scores in total and between drug groups
(amounts in percent)

tive correlation between age (p < 0.05) and the
EDSS (p < 0.01) with physical health composite,
but education had a positive correlation with physical health composite (p < 0.05). Getting older
worsened physical function (p < 0.01) and health
perception (p < 0.05) subscales, but it couldn’t impair any score of mental health subscales. A positive relationship between education and physical
function (p < 0.01), health perception, sexual function, social function and health distress was observed (p < 0.05). Also, the EDSS score had a negative impact on physical function, health perception,

pain, and social function, health distress, mental
overall quality of life, cognitive function (p < 0.01),
physical role limitation and sexual function (p <
0.05) subscales. There was a negative relation between the duration of the disease and physical
function (p < 0.01) and social function (p < 0.05)
subscales. With increasing in number of relapses,
scores of physical function and health perceptions
subscales decreased significantly (p < 0.05). None
of the mental health subscales affected by the duration of the disease and number of relapses in our
sample.

TABLE 3. Correlation coefficient between demographic factors and clinical characteristics of patients
and QoL subscale (Pearson correlation)
HQoL subscales
Physical

Mental

Overall
scores

Physical function
Health perceptions
Energy/fatigue
Physical role limitations
Pain
Sexual function
Social function
Health distress
Overall quality of life
Emotional well-being
Mental role limitations
Cognitive function
Health distress
Physical health composite
Mental health composite

Demographic characteristics
Age

Education

-0.40**
-0.22*
0.01
-0.11
-0.18
-0.14
-0.16
-0.09
-0.07
0.00
0.12
-0.17
-0.09
-0.23**
0.00

0.29**
0.22*
-0.13
0.04
0.14
0.28*
0.20*
0.22*
0.15
0.15
0.02
0.16
0.22*
0.22*
0.12

EDSS score

Duration

-0.54**
-0.41**
-0.16
-0.23*
-0.27**
-0.24*
-0.28**
-0.27**
-0.25**
-0.15
-0.10
-0.25**
-0.27**
-0.45**
0.01

-0.29**
-0.13
0.02
-0.05
-0.09
-0.11
-0.19*
0.02
-0.14
-0.03
0.07
-0.11
0.02
-0.15
-0.00

HQoL: health-related quality of life; EDSS: expanded disability status scale; ** p value < 0.01; * p value < 0.05

Number of
relapses
-0.20*
-0.20*
-0.03
-0.03
-0.17
0.00
-0.15
-0.03
-0.16
-0.08
-0.00
-0.02
-0.03
-0.15
-0.06
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TABLE 4. Gender differences in demographic characteristics and subscales of QoL
Demographic characteristics
Age
Education
Duration (month)
Number of relapses
EDSS
HQoL subscales
Physical
physical function (max:17)
Health perceptions (max:17)
Energy/fatigue (max:12)
Physical role limitations (max:12)
Pain (max:11)
Sexual function (max:8)
Social function (max:12)
Health distress (max:11)
Mental
Overall quality of life (max:18)
Emotional well-being (max:29)
Mental role limitations (max:24)
Cognitive function (max:15)
Health distress (max:14)
Overall scores Physical health composite (max:100)
Mental health composite (max:100)

Female (n = 81)
33.40 ± 8.31
13.30 ± 3.20
73.24 ± 58.04
2.28 ± 3.36
1.06 ± 1.13

Male (n = 34)
32.23 ± 9.61
12.61 ± 3.40
82.55 ± 81.09
2.26 ± 2.17
1.13 ± 1.10

P value
0.51
0.32
0.48
0.97
0.78

13.36 ± 3.86
10.68 ± 3.12
6.58 ± 2.07
8.33 ± 4.59
8.08 ± 2.40
6.32 ± 2.16
8.77 ± 2.32
7.49 ± 2.62
13.11 ± 3.24
16.56 ± 5.11
15.30 ± 9.39
11.25 ± 3.26
9.54 ± 3.33
69.62 ± 16.19
65.80 ± 19.11

13.62 ± 4.01
10.87 ± 3.37
6.83 ± 2.33
8.02 ± 4.65
8.60 ± 2.20
6.06 ± 2.43
9.00 ± 2.37
7.50 ± 3.29
12.72 ± 3.77
17.46 ± 6.23
15.29 ± 10.30
9.88 ± 3.06
9.53 ± 4.18
70.20 ± 17.88
64.93 ± 21.84

0.74
0.76
0.58
0.74
0.28
0.63
0.64
0.98
0.57
0.42
0.99
0.03*
0.98
0.86
0.83

EDSS: expanded disability status scale; HQoL: health-related quality of life; Max: maximum score; * p value < 0.05

Table 4 is a summary of gender differences.
There wasn’t any significant difference between
other demographic characteristics of patients between male and female patients. Cognitive function
is the only subscale in which gender differences are
significant and females with the mean score of
11.25 ± 3.26 score had a better function in comprising to males with the mean score of 9.88 ± 3.06
(p = 0.03) and mental role limitations showed the
least difference (15.30 ± 9.39 in female and 15.29 ±
10.30 on male; p value 0.99).

DISCUSSION
This study aimed to describe the QoL in patients
with RRMS receiving oral DMDs and in a similar
group of MS patients with injection DMDs. In the
present study, for the first time, we assessed the influence of the type of DMDs on HQoL in MS patients. We found no differences between two groups
and subgroups of the study in any subscale of
HQoL. Naturally, patients who get infused medications, include natalizumab and rituximab, had a
worse condition in the severity of disease and this
can affect our analyzes of comparing two subgroups of injection drugs. Also, there is a meaningful difference in the education of patients of sub-

groups, which can affect HQoL [20]. The DMDs
efficacy in improving the condition of patients by
reducing the number of relapses and preventing
disease progression can affect HQoL. Also, the side
effects of medications are an important factor in
this field. According to recent studies, in similar
conditions, oral medicines are preferred by patients
[31,32]. Whit considering all of these, the results of
our study suggested that oral and injection medications have a similar effect on HQoL of lower
degree of disability in RRMS patients.
A lower level of HQoL in MS patients in comparing to the general population and other chronic
disorders, such as epilepsy and Parkinson’s disease,
reported in recent studies [33-35]. DMDs was associated with a slower deterioration of HQoL [36]. A
cross-sectional study done by Isaksson et al. with
assessing the HQoL with SF-36 questionnaire
found there is no significant differences between
the MS patients receiving parenteral treatment and
in a similar untreated group. Treated group had better HQoL scores than untreated group with respect
to emotional role, physical role and social function,
but the difference was not significant [37].
Recent studies found that HQoL is associated
with the EDSS scores and number of relapses [3840]. Whit including patients whit the EDSS score ≤ 4,
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severe MS patients exclude from our sample. Even
in the first stages of the disease, the EDSS has a
significant negative effect on physical health but
not mental health. Also, we found no relation between duration of disease whit composite HQoL
scores which means prolonged illness cannot make
patients’ HQoL worse, if it doesn’t make the disease more severe. In Yalachkov et al. report, duration of disease was associated with the lower levels
of QoL [20].
Generally, physical health is more correlated to
the demographic characteristics of the patients, in
comprise to mental health. Education had a positive
effect on almost all of the HQoL subscales. Unlike
the current idea [20] and a positive correlation in
our sample, the effect of education on mental health
was not statistically significant. Even though all of
our patients were adults between 18 to 54 years old,
getting old had an impact on physical health, but
not mental health. Older patients felt more pain and
their cognitive function was worse, whether these
relations were not statistically significant in our
sample.
MS prevalence in females is more than males
[41,42]. A study of gender differences in MS
patients in Italy found a stronger impact of disability in men [43]. Whit comparing genders in our
sample, we found no difference in none of the subscales of HQoL but cognitive function. Assessing
gender differences in cognition is a controversial
line of research [44], but our results showed a better cognitive function in females. For achieving a
reliable result, cognitive tests needed and we can-
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not conclude about cognitive function, just with a
few questions.
About 30% prevalence for depression and about
20% for anxiety have been reported in recent studies between MS patients [45]. Psychiatric comorbidities like depression, anxiety, alcohol abuse and
bipolar disorder are associated with lower HQoL,
greater levels of fatigue, and reduced adherence to
DMDs [46,47]. For removing this confounder factors, we exclude patients whit history of phycological comorbidities, from our sample. The scores of
oral and injection drug users showed no difference
in the mental health condition of patients and drug
groups were almost similar in preventing psychiatric comorbidities due to MS.

CONCLUSIONS
Oral and injection DMDs have a similar function in boosting patients’ HQoL. Getting older and
increasing the severity of the disease have a negative effect on HQoL, but more degree of education
can make it better. Despite the more prevalence of
MS in females, there is no association between
gender and HQoL in a lower degree of disability of
RRMS patients.
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